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Questions frequently asked by traders about trading
Question
How do I look for
1

2

Answer
Go to the TAIFEX website (www.taifex.com.tw),

information disclosures by select English, and click on "Market Data" →
major institutional traders

"Market Data of Major Institutional Traders" →

on the TAIFEX website?

"Query".

How do I check data on

Information is available in English on the

the trading and open

TAIFEX website. Click on "Market Data" →

interest of foreign

"Market Data of Major Institutional Traders" →

institutions and dealers in

"Query" → "Details of Futures Contracts". Data

futures (Finance Sector

for Finance Sector Index Futures and Electronics

Index Futures and

Sector Index Futures is further broken down to

Electronics Sector Index

show long, short, and net positions.

Futures)?
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The tables under "Open

The term "specific institutional investors" refers

Interest of Large Futures

to securities firms, foreign institutional investors,

Traders" refer to "Specific

securities investment trust funds, the National

Institutional Investors".

Financial Stabilization Fund, the Public Service

What are "specific

Pension Fund, the Labor Pension Fund, the

institutional investors"?

Labor Insurance Fund, the Postal Savings Fund,
financial institutions, and insurers.

Why don't the tables under MTX data has been incorporated into the data for

4

"Open Interest of Large

TAIEX Futures (TX) at a ratio of 1 TX : 4 MTX.

Futures Traders" disclose

For further information, go to the TAIFEX

information on

website and click on "Open Interest of Large

Mini-TAIEX Futures

Futures Traders" → "Illustration".

(MTX)?
2

Question

Answer

Illustraiton for Open

For an illustraiton of open interest of large

Interest of Large Traders

traders, please refer to our website:
Home > Market Data > Open Interest of Large

5

Traders > Query > Futures > Illustraiton
(https://www.taifex.com.tw/enl/eng3/largeTrader
FutQryDetail)
Is information on holdings No, such information is not currently disclosed.
by major institutional
6

traders disclosed for SGX
MSCI Taiwan Index
Futures?

7

When can I visit TAIFEX

You can come to TAIFEX at any time during our

to get itemized

business hours (8:30 ~12:00a.m. and 1:30~ 5:30

information on all my

p.m.) and apply for your own itemized account

accounts?

information.

How do I find information There are four alternatives to apply for your

8

on the accounts I have

personal account information: You can come to

opened?

TAIFEX in person with your ID card, find

Can I have someone else

information on website

visit TAIFEX and apply

(https://investor.taifex.com.tw/index), send

for itemized information

someone else to do so or mail the application

on my account?

form to TAIFEX. For the latter two methods,
please refer to Answers No. 37 and 38 for more
details.
Yes, you can have another person do so as your
agent. The agent should bring the following
3

Question

Answer
documents to TAIFEX:
1. An completed application form for Personal
Itemized Account Information.(Both the
applicant and the agent should fill in the form
according to the instruction)
2. The national ID certificates of the applicant
and the agent.

Can I mail in an

1. A trader may mail in the completed application

application for itemized

form for Personal Itemized Account Information

information on my

to TAIFEX.

account?

2. Please be noted that in order to verify the
applicant's identity, the applicant should show
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his/her national ID card to an FCM or IB so that
the FCM or IB can fill in the application form
with signatures of the futures specialist in charge
and his/her supervisor and the stamp of the
company/branch as an authentic proof.
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What are the

This information is available on the TAIFEX

specifications of TAIFEX

website:

products and the position

1. For position limits: "Trading"-->"Position

limit requirements?

Limit".
2. For product specifications: "Products" -->
Select form the product list on the left.
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If I've already reached a

At TAIFEX, spread trading involves the

position limit, can I

simultaneous purchase and sale of futures

continue to trade the same

contracts for the same commodity or instrument
4

Question

Answer

contract through spread

in different series, therefore a trader who reaches

trading (simultaneous

a position limit can continue to do spread trades.

purchase and sale of

Since newly created positions in one series are

futures contracts for the

offset by the closing of positions in another

same commodity or

series, the position limit is not exceeded.

instrument)?
What is the maximum size As below, the rule of the maximum size of an
of an order?

order can be classified into 2 categories based on
its order types :
1. Limit Order and Market with Protection
Order :
The maximum size of an order is 499
contracts for Single Stock Futures and
Equity Options, 100 contracts for other types
of futures and 200 contracts for other types
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of options.
2. Market Order :
The maximum size of an order for all types
of Futures and Options is 10 contracts during
regular trading session, 5 contracts during
after-hours trading session.
In addition, large positions can be transacted on
block trading facility. Detail introduction of
block trading facility is available on the TAIFEX
website. ( Trading/Trading Scheme /Block Trade
/Introduction).

5

Question

Answer

With a combination order

As below, the rule of the maximum size for a

for options, what is the

combination order of options can be classified

maximum number of

into 2 categories based on its order types:

contracts that can be

1. Limit Order :

traded per order?

The maximum size of any leg of a
combination order is 499 contracts for Single
Stock Futures and Equity Options, 200
contracts for other types of options.
2. Market Order :
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The maximum size of any leg of a
combination order for all types of Options is
10 contracts during regular trading session, 5
contracts during after-hours trading session.
In addition, large positions can be transacted on
block trading facility. Detail introduction of
block trading facility is available on the TAIFEX
website. ( Trading/Trading Scheme /Block Trade
/Introduction)
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What are the delivery

The contract months of Taiwan Index Futures

months for Taiwan Index

(also known as TAIEX Futures; ticker code: TX)

Futures?

are the nearest three months plus three
quarter-months, a total of 6 months.
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Can I place market orders

Yes, we accept Immediate-or-Cancel (IOC)

before market opening?

market orders prior to the opening
of market. Because the opening of market is done
by call auction, Fill-or-Kill (FOK) orders are not
6

Question

Answer
accepted.
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Can I place market orders

Yes, but market orders must state either FOK or

during the regular trading

IOC, meaning we don't accept Rest-of-Day

session?

(ROD) orders.

Why doesn't TAIFEX

FCMs are currently allowed under Exchange’s

have Stop Loss orders?

rules to provide Stop Loss orders to their
customers, and several FCMs are doing so. Since
the triggering of stop orders might cause

17

cascading effect and increase market volatility,
Whether to adopt Stop Loss order function by
TAIFEX itself is a mid to long term issue
pending for further discussion.
How are the transaction

Matching is carried out on competitive auction

prices of futures products

(or call market) basis at the opening of market.

determined?

Then, orders are matched on continuous basis
(order by order) during market hours until market

18

closing.
For more details, please refer to the Operational
Rules No. 37 and No. 38 on our website: “Rules
and Regulations””Taifex Rules”.
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I placed a limit order, but

Whether the limit order will be filled or not

even though the market

depends on the thickness of the order book, that

later reached the limit

is the volume of the opposing orders, no matter

price, my FCM informed

the market reaches the limit price but then snaps

me that my order was not

back or it just moves through the limit price.
7

Question

Answer

executed. Why is that?
When I haven't yet

The faster and easier way is to check with your

received an execution

FCM.

report from the FCM, how The alternative method is to apply for your
20

do I check to see if my

personal transaction information to TAIFEX.

order has been filled?

The application process is similar to checking
your personal account information(please refer to
Question 22).

How are TAIEX Options

For listing series of new expiration Months or

listed?

Weeks, or series with new strike prices for
existing expiration dates, TAIFEX shall, based
on the previous business day's closing price of
the underlying index, in regular trading session
consecutively introduce series with new strike
prices according to the strike price interval as
below table, until the following conditions are
satisfied:
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1. For the weekly options, the highest and
lowest strike prices should cover 7 percent
above and below the underlying index.
2. For the monthly options, the highest and
lowest strike prices should cover 15 percent
above and below the underlying index.
3. For the quarterly options, the highest and
lowest strike prices should cover 20 percent
above and below the underlying index.
8

Question

Answer
Strike

The Weekly Options

The

The

Price

within 3% of

Monthly

Quarterly

(K)

the underlying

Options

Options

index above

(Spot

(The next

and below

month and

two

the next

quarterly

two

months)

others

calendar
months)
K<3,000

25

50

50

100

50

100

100

200

100

200

200

400

3,000≦K
<15,000
K≧15,000

The information is also available on TAIFEX
website ("Products"--> "TAIEX Options").
22
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What TAIFEX products

Please refer to the lists of market makers and

have market makers?

market making products on the website.

I would like to trade

TAIFEX has set up a market making mechanism

equity options, but there

You can contact the futures brokerage with which

are no quotes. What

you have an account and ask them to submit a

should I do?

quote request. Once the market maker receives
the quote request, they will decide whether to
response to the request depending on their level
of risk capability.
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Do I have to open a

If you already have a futures trading account,

separate account to trade

you do not need another one; you can trade as

NT Dollar-denominated

long as you have enough deposited margin. If

Gold Futures?

you have not yet opened a futures trading
9

Question

Answer
account, you must first open one with a
legitimate securities firm or FCM before you can
trade.

Where can I get real-time

The real-time information is available at the

market information on NT TAIFEX website. Please visit the webpage of

25

Dollar-denominated Gold

“Real-Time Market Data”, where will be

Futures?

re-directed after clicking “more” on the right side
of “Featured Products” in the TAIFEX
homepage. Then click “Day Quotes” and “Gold
commodity quotes” and there shows the real-time
information for TGF.
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How to trade USD/

If a trader expects RMB to appreciate(USD to

Renminbi(RMB) FX

deppreciate), the trader should sell USD/RMB

Futures when expecting

FX Futures. In contrast, if a trader expects RMB

RMB appreciation or

to deppreciate(USD to appreciate), the trader

deppreciation?

should buy USD/RMB FX Futures.

Where can I get the

TAIFEX website

information of spot FX

(http://info512.taifex.com.tw/EN/index_home.as

rate?

px) shows the real-time best bid, best offer and
last price of USD/RMB transactions on Taipei

27

Forex Inc., the daily CNT and CNH fixing and
mid rates of WM Reuters Intraday Spot Rates for
EUR/USD, USD/JPY, GBP/USD and
AUD/USD.
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What is the minimum

The minimum price fluctuation (tick size) of a

price fluctuation of a

Single Stock Futures(STF) calendar spread is
10

Question

Answer

calendar spread order for

0.01, which is the smallest tick size of all STF

Single Stock

price range tiers. The minimum price fluctuations

Futures(STF)?

of Single Stock Futures contracts are as follows.
Underlying
Securities

Common
Stocks

STF Price Range

Minimum Price
Fluctuation

Under NTD 10

NTD 0.01

NTD 10 and above,
but less than NTD 50

NTD 0.05

NTD 50 and above,
but less than NTD
100

NTD 0.1

NTD 100 and above,
but less than NTD
500

NTD 0.5

NTD 500 and above,
but less than NTD
1,000

NTD 1

NTD 1,000 and
above

NTD 5

Under NTD 50

NTD 0.01

NTD 50 and above

NTD 0.05

ETFs

Take the Single Stock Futures of TSMC(CDF) as
an example, a single leg (non-spread) CDF
201509 order can be entered at the price of NTD
114.5(with tick size of 0.5) when the last trading
price falls in the price range of 100 to 500, while
a CDF spread order 201509/201510 can be
entered in increments of NTD 0.01.
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When the underlying

Yes, whenever the underlying security issues
11

Question

Answer

security of a Single Stock

cash dividends, regardless of the dividend

Futures or an Equity

amount, the contracts of the Single Stock Futures

Option issues cash

or the Equity Option issues cash will be adjusted

dividends, will there be

accordingly.

any contract adjustments
accordingly?
What’s the ex-dividend

For buy side and sell side positions held in Single

adjustment process for

Stock Futures Contracts at market close on the

Single Stock Futures if

business day preceding the effective date of

their underlying Security

contract adjustment, the addition to the buy side

is a stock?

equity amount and the deduction from the
sell-side equity amount shall be adjusted on the
effective date of contract adjustment by the
equivalent of the cash dividend amount received
on 2000 shares or 100 shares (provided no
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contract adjustment such as ex-right or capital
reduction before) of the underlying securities.
After the adjustment, the underlying assets
become 2,000 shares or 100 shares of the
ex-dividend underlying securities.
For example:
TSMC issues cash dividend of 3 dollars per share
on July 8 and the previous daily settlement price
of TSMC stock futures delivered on July is
73dollars. Then:

12

Question

Answer
■ Contract code remains CDF
■Underlying: 2,000 shares of the underlying
stocks (ex-dividend).
■July CDF reference price: 70 (73-3)
■July CDF contract value: July CDF futures
price * 2,000 shares.
■The value of positions held on the day before
the effective day is subject to the following
adjustment before market opening on the
effective day of adjustment:
(1). The buy side equity amount will be
adjusted upward by 6,000 dollars(3 dollars*2,000
shares)
(2). The sell side equity amount will be
adjusted downward by 6,000 dollars(3
dollars*2,000 shares)
(3).Total equity for each side remains the
same.
 For the bid side:
(70-73)*2,000+6,000=0
For the offer side: (73-70)*2,000-6,000=0
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What’s the ex-dividend

On the effective date of contract adjustment (the

adjustment process for

ex-dividend date of the underlying securities), an

equity options if their

adjustment for the underlying assets will be made

underlying security is a

by adding the equivalent amount of cash

stock or ETF?

dividend distributed to 2,000 shares or 10,000
beneficial units (provided no contract adjustment
13

Question

Answer
such as ex-right or capital reduction before) of
the underlying securities. The strike price and the
contract multiplier remain the same after the
adjustment
For example:
If Nan Ya Plastics Corporation issues cash
dividend of 5 dollars per share on March 15.
Then Nan Ya stock option delivered on June
with strike price of 40 dollars:
■March 15 is the effective day of contract
adjustment.
■ Contract code is changed to CAA from CAO.
■ Contract has been changed to CAA.
●Underlying:

2,000

shares

of

1303.tt

ex-dividend stock+5*2,000 dollars.
(So the trading price of the option should
reflect the cash dividend value which is
included in the underlying assets.)
● Strike price: remain 40 dollars.
● Premium multiplier: remain 2,000.
■ Introduction of standard contract CAO
●Underlying:

2,000

shares

of

1303.tt

ex-dividend stock
● Strike price: 40 dollars.
● Premium multiplier: 2,000.
32

How do I find the

For information in English, go to the "Law

historical data on

Source Retrieving System of Stock Exchange

transaction fees changes in and Futures Trading" website
14

Question
the past?

Answer
(www.selaw.com.tw), click on "Search Laws",
check the "Taifex Rules" box, and search for
"Taiwan Futures Exchange Corporation
Exchange Fee Schedule".

Before market open, could Before market open, you could enter, delete and
I delete or modify the

modify orders, but 2 minutes prior to opening of

order?

trading session, orders can only be entered. For

33

example, prior to opening of regular trading
session, orders can only be entered from 8:30 to
8:45, but not deleted or modified from 8:43 to
8:45 for TAIEX Futures.
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How does Market with

For a description of MWP order, please refer to

Protection(MWP) Order

our website:

convert into Limit order?

Home > Trading > Trading Scheme >

Will it be matched

Orders,Matching, and Information Disclosure >

definitely?

Order Types and Information Disclosure
(https://www.taifex.com.tw/enl/eng4/ordTypeInf
o)

Does trading system
35

accept Market with

No, an MWP order is acceptable only after
market open.

Protection(MWP) Order
prior to market open?

36

What are the trading days

The trading days for TOPIX Futures are

and trading hours for

TAIFEX’s business days. Investors should note

TAIFEX TOPIX Futures?

that it is therefore possible that TOPIX Futures
may be tradable on days when its underlying

15

Question

Answer
market (Tokyo Stock Exchange, Inc., the TSE) is
closed. It is also possible that the product may be
untradable on days when its underlying market is
open.
To fully cover its underlying market’s trading
hours, the trading hours for TOPIX Futures run
from 8 a.m. to 4:15 p.m., the period which begins
at the same time as its underlying market.

What is the last trading

In principle, the last trading day of TAIFEX

day of TAIFEX TOPIX

TOPIX Futures is the business day immediately

Futures? How is it

preceding the second Friday of the contract

adjusted if a holiday or

month, that is, the day before the final settlement

force majeure event

price is determined. It usually falls on the second

prevents trading on the

Thursday. When the determination of the final

original date?

settlement price occurs at an earlier date, the last
trading day is adjusted to the preceding business
day.

37

If the last trading day falls on a national holiday
in Taiwan, it will be moved to the preceding
business day. If a force majeure event such as a
typhoon prevents trading on the original last
trading day, the last trading day will be
postponed to the TAIFEX business day
immediately preceding the second TSE business
day following such event. Please see the
examples below:
1. The last trading day falling on a national

16

Question

Answer
holiday in Taiwan:
In 2016, the second Friday in June falls on 10
June, which is an “adjusted holiday” for 9
June’s Dragon Boat Festival. Both dates are
national holidays. Therefore, the last trading
day of TAIFEX June TOPIX Futures will be
moved forward to 8 June (Wednesday), and
its final settlement price would, in principle,
be determined on 9 June (Thursday).
2. The last trading day falling on a typhoon day:
Taking 2016 as an example, the last trading
day for TAIFEX’s March TOPIX Futures is
10 March (Thursday). In the event that a
typhoon causes the market to be closed on
that date, the last trading day would be
postponed to 11 March (Friday) and the final
settlement price determination date would be
moved to 14 March (Monday).
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Question
Which products are

Applicable products and price limits are shown

applicable for three-phase

as below:

price limit, and how much

Categor
y

is the limits?

38

Answer

Products

Price limits

±5%、±10%、±20%
（In the after-hours trading
preceding the end
Brent Crude session
of
trading
of the expiring
Oil Futures contract, the
third-tier price
limit of such contract is
Commo
±30%.）
dity
Product TAIFEX
s
Gold
Futures, NT
Dollar Gold ±5%、±10%、±15%
Futures,
Gold
Options
USD/CNT
FX
Futures、
USD/CNH
±3%、±5%、±7%
FX
Futures、
EUR/USD
FX Futures
FX
±3%、±5%、±7%
Product
USD/JPY
（For the delivery month
s
FX
contract, the third phase
Futures、
price limit will be ±12%
GBP/USD
starting from the
FX
after-hours trading session
Futures、
preceding the last trading
AUD/USD day to the close of trading
FX Futures on the last trading day
upon expiration.）
DJIA
Futures、
Foreign S&P 500
±7%、±13%、±20%
Equity Futures、
Index
Nasdaq-100
Product Futures
s
TOPIX
±8%、±12%、±16%
Futures

For example, if the preceding regular trading
session’s daily settlement price of the nearest
month contract of Nasdaq-100 Futures is 7,500
18

Question

Answer
index points, the three-phase price limits are as
follows:
2nd
(Intermediate)
Level
8,025 points 8,475 points

3rd (Final)
Level

(=7,500×(1+7%
))

(=7,500×(1+20
%))

1st (Initial)
Level
Upper
Price

(=7,500×(1+13%))

9,000 points

Limit
Lower 6,975 points 6,525 points
(=7,500×(1-7%) (=7,500×(1-13%))
Price )
Limit

How does the Circuit
Breakers work?

39

Product
s

Trigger months
The nearest month
1.
among the quarterly
months of March,
June, September, and
December

USD/C
NT FX
Futures
and
USD/C
NH FX
Futures

Other
product
s

19

(The nearest month
contract among the
quarterly months of
March, June,
September, and
December shall be
substituted with the
next nearest-month
contract among the
quarterly months of
March, June,
September, and
December in the
regular trading
session on the last
trading day.)
Nearest month
(For non Renminbi
futures, the nearest
month contract shall

6,000 points
(=7,500×(1-20
%))

Details
A 10-minute
Cooling-Off
Period will be
triggered once
the execution
price of the
contract of
trigger month
reaches 1st (or
2nd) level price
limits (or best
bid reaches 1st
(or 2nd) level
price upper
limit, best offer
reaches 1st (or
2nd) level price
lower limit).
During the 10
minutes
Cooling-Off
Period, trading
continues
within the 1st
(or 2nd) level
price limits.
After the

Question

Answer
be substituted with
the next
nearest-month
contract in the
regular trading
session on the last
trading day; For
Brent Crude Oil
Futures, the nearest
month contract shall
be substituted with
the next
nearest-month
contract in the
after-hours trading
session after the end
of trading of the
expiring contract.

2.

3.

10-minute
Cooling-Off
Period, price
limits of
contracts of all
months will be
expanded to
2nd (or 3rd)
level.
Circuit breakers
will not work
during last 10
minutes before
market closing.
If the Circuit
Breakers price
levels are
expanded
during the
after-hours
trading session,
the expanded
price level will
be continued to
the following
regular trading
session.

For example, the daily price limit for TAIFEX
Brent Crude Oil Futures is a three-phase price
limit, applied on ±5%, ±10% and ±20% of the
daily settlement price of the preceding regular
trading session, if the preceding regular trading
session’s daily settlement price of the
nearest-month contract is 2369.5, the three-phase
price limit is as follows:

Upper
20

1st (Initial)
Level

3rd (Final)
2nd
(Intermediat Level

2,487.5

e) Level
2,606.0

2,843.0

Question

Answer
(=2,369.5×(
1+5%))

(=2,369.5×(
1+10%))

(=2,369.5×(1
+20%))

Lower 2,251.5
(=2,369.5×(
Price 1-5%))
Limit

2,133.0
(=2,369.5×(
1-10%))

1,896.0
(=2,369.5×(1
-20%))

Price
Limit

For example, if the preceding regular trading
session’s daily settlement price of the spot-month
contract is 1983.50, during the TAIFEX’s
after-hours trading session on the last trading day
of the same spot month of ICE Brent Crude
Futures contract, the three-phase price limit is as
follows:

Upper
Price
Limit
Lower
Price
Limit

1st

2nd

3rd (Final)

(Initial)
Level
2,082.5
(=1,983.5
×(1+5%))

(Intermediate
) Level
2,181.5
(=1,983.5×(1
+10%))

Level

1,884.5
(=1,983.5
×(1-5%))

1,785.5
(=1,983.5×(1
-10%))

1,388.5
(=1,983.5×(1
-30%))

2,578.5
(=1,983.5×(1
+30%))

What position limits apply Combined with the calculation of the same
40

to Single Stock

underlying position limit (on a pro rata basis of

Futures(contract size:100

20:1 contract size); Latest information is

shares)?

available on the TAIFEX
website.(TradingPosition Limit)

What are the applicable
41

1. The error account and the correct account

conditions for switching

must belong to the same investor of the same

transactions from an error

FCM branch. The correct account must
21

Question

Answer

account to a correct

maintain enough margins. Either the error

account when the error is

account or the correct account shall not be an

due to an investor

omnibus account.

himself/herself?

2. Other regulation on how FCMs correct error
accounts please refer to the “Operation
Directions Governing the Application of
Correction of Error Trades and Error
Accounts by Futures Commission Merchants”

What are the trading days

1. The trading days for TAIFEX DJIA Futures,

and trading hours for

S&P 500 Futures and Nasdaq-100 Futures are

TAIFEX DJIA Futures,

TAIFEX business days. It may occur that the

S&P 500 Futures and

three futures contracts are tradable on days

Nasdaq-100 Futures?

when the underlying U.S. equity markets are
closed. It is also possible that the contracts
may be untradable on days when their
underlying markets are open.
2. To fully cover the U.S. equity markets’

42

trading hours (9:00 pm to 4:00 am the next
day Taiwan Time; or 10:30 pm to 5:00 am the
next day Taiwan Time during the daylight
saving time), the trading hours of TAIFEX
DJIA Futures, S&P 500 Futures and
Nasdaq-100 Futures are: (1) 8:45 am to 1:45
pm in the regular trading session, and (2) 3:00
pm to 5:00 am in the after-hour trading
session (please note that there is no after-hour
trading session on the last trading day for the
expiring contract, i.e. the expiring contract’s
22

Question

Answer
trading ceases at 1:45 pm on the last trading
day).

What is the last trading

In principle, the last trading day of TAIFEX

day of TAIFEX DJIA

DJIA Futures, S&P 500 Futures and Nasdaq-100

Futures, S&P 500 Futures

Futures is the third Friday of the contract month,

and Nasdaq-100 Futures?

same as that of CME Group.

How is the last trading day If the last trading day falls on a national holiday
in Taiwan or a day on which DJIA Index or S&P
adjusted if a holiday or a
force majeure event halts
trading on TAIFEX?

500 Index or Nasdaq-100 Index® is not scheduled
to be published (usually aligning with the
exchange holidays for NYSE and Nasdaq), the

43

last trading day will be changed to the preceding
business day of TAIFEX and on which the DJIA
Index or S&P 500 Index or Nasdaq-100 Index® is
scheduled to be published.
In case a force majeure event, such as a typhoon,
prevents trading on the last trading day, the last
trading day will be postponed to the following
business day of TAIFEX and on which the DJIA
Index or S&P 500 Index or Nasdaq-100 Index® is
scheduled to be published.
What are the delivery

44

1. The delivery months of TAIFEX Brent Crude

months for TAIFEX Brent

Oil Futures (ticker code: BRF) are spot

Crude Oil Futures?

month, next two calendar months, and next
two contract months of June and December, a
total of 5 months.
2. According to the international practices,

23

Question

Answer
trading in the expiring crude oil futures
contracts normally ends 1 month to 2 months
ahead of the delivery date.
3. In principle, trading in the expiring TAIFEX
Brent Crude Oil Futures contract will end at
the same time as the same spot month of ICE
Brent Crude Futures contract ends trading.
The last trading day for ICE Brent Crude
Futures contracts is the last ICE business day
of the second month preceding the relevant
contract month.

What are the trading days

1. The trading days for TAIFEX Brent Crude Oil

and trading hours for

Futures are TAIFEX business days. It may

TAIFEX Brent Crude Oil

occur that TAIFEX Brent Crude Oil Futures

Futures?

contracts are tradable on days when the
market of ICE Brent Futures contracts is
closed. It is also possible that TAIFEX Brent
Crude Oil Futures contracts are not tradable
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on days when the market of ICE Brent
Futures contract is open.
2. To cover the trading hours of Brent Crude Oil
Futures listed on other major exchanges, the
trading hours of TAIFEX Brent Crude Oil
Futures are: (1) regular session：8:45 am to
1:45 pm in the regular trading session, and
(2)after-hours session：3:00 pm to 5:00 am of
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Question

Answer
the following day. The expiring contract on
the last trading day is traded only until 3:30
am. In the event that the expiring contract
ends trading during British Summer Time or
that ICE Futures Europe is conforming to
Daylight Saving Time in the U.S., trading in
the expiring contract will end at 2:30 am.

If the end of trading of the

No, there will be no adjustment to the last trading

expiring TAIFEX Brent

day or the end of trading of the expiring TAIFEX

Crude Oil Futures contract Brent Crude Oil Futures.
occurs on a trading session The final settlement price of TAIFEX Brent
that is not open for trading Crude Oil Futures is based on the ICE Brent

46

due to a national holiday

Index which is published once a month

or force-majeure event,

scheduled on the first ICE business day

will it be rescheduled to

following the last trading day of the ICE Brent

another day?

Crude Futures). Therefore, any adjustment to the
last trading day or the end of trading of the
expiring TAIFEX Brent Crude Oil Futures due to
a national holiday or force-majeure event is not
necessary. For example, the contract delivery
month in April 2019 is scheduled to be traded till
3:30 am on 1st March 2019. However, as 28th
February 2019 is a national holiday in Taiwan,
the regular session and the after-hours session on
28th February 2019 will not open for trading.
Therefore, the contract delivery month in April
2019 will actually be traded until 5:00am on 28th
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Question

Answer
February 2019.

Is the gain or loss on

Futures are traded on margin, so to buy a futures

futures trading similar to

contract you only need to put up about one-tenth

that in stock trading?

of the price of the contract in cash to buy it,
which makes for a leverage ratio of about 10x. If
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you buy stocks for cash, you have no leverage at
all, and even if you buy stocks on margin your
maximum leverage is only about 2x, therefore
you need to set your margin level to match your
risk bearing capacity.

26

Questions frequently asked by traders about clearing
Question

Answer

What formula is used to

Margin "A" on Index Options = Closing price of

calculate the A and B

the underlying spot index ×

values of options?

point × Risk coefficient

Value per index

The value obtained by this formula is
rounded upward to the nearest NT$1000. The
risk coefficient is set in accordance with Article
4-1 of the "TAIFEX Methods and Standards for
Receipt of Clearing Margins", which provides as
follows: "The calculation of the risk coefficient
of clearing margins for stock index option
contracts is based on the price movements of the
underlying stock index within a certain period,
1

anti-procyclicality and other possible factors with
at least a 99 percent confidence interval to cover
two-day premium price variation."
Margin "B" on Index Options is simply the
"A" margin × 0.5, rounded up to the nearest
NT$1000.
Margin "A" and Margin “B” of the TAIEX
Weekly Options are the same as the TAIEX
Options.
Margin "A" on FX Options = Closing price of the
underlying FX ×

Contract size × Risk

coefficient
The value obtained by this formula is
27

Question

Answer
rounded upward to the nearest RMB$100. The
risk coefficient is set in accordance with Article
4-8 of the "TAIFEX Methods and Standards for
Receipt of Clearing Margins", which provides as
follows: "The calculation of the risk coefficient
of clearing margins for FX option contracts is
based on the price movements of the underlying
FX within a certain period, anti-procyclicality
and other possible factors with at least a 99
percent confidence interval to cover two-day
premium price variation."
Margin "B" on FX Options is simply the "A"
margin × 0.5, rounded up to the nearest
RMB$100.

2

Sometimes the margins

The method required by TAIFEX to calculate

collected by FCMs are

margins only indicates the minimum margin

different from what is

requirement; Article 46 of the "Regulations

publicly announced by

Governing Futures Commission Merchants" also

TAIFEX. Is there some

provides as follows: "In addition to the margins

mistake?

set by the TAIFEX futures exchange in
accordance with Article 15, paragraph 1,
subparagraph 4 of the Futures Trading Act, a
futures commission merchant may collect extra
margins depending on a customer's credit
strength and the nature of the trades conducted
by the customer." An FCM is therefore within its

28

Question

Answer
rights to collect additional margin from a
particular customer.

3

The initial margin and

The ratio can be figured out, the percentage of

maintenance margin

initial margin and maintenance margin over

announced by TAIFEX

clearing margin, as prescribed by TAIFEX. The

for any given contract are

ratio for initial margin and maintenance margin

calculated by taking the

of all kinds of TAIFEX products (except for

clearing margin for that

Mini-TAIEX futures) is 1.35 and 1.035. Margin

contract and multiplying

for Mini-TAIEX futures (including weekly

by a certain ratio, as set

contract) is set at 1/4 of TAIEX futures margin.

by TAIFEX. What exactly In the case of TAIEX futures, for example, let us
is this ratio?

suppose the currently announced standard is
61,000 for the clearing margin, 64,000 for the
maintenance margin, and 83,000 for the initial
margin. The aforesaid initial margin and
maintenance margin are calculated by the above
ratio and rounded up to the nearest NT$1000.

4

How are margins adjusted

Taking TAIEX futures as an example, the margin

for TAIFEX-listed

is set in accordance with Article 4 of the

contracts?

"Methods and Standards for Receipt of Clearing
Margins", which provides as follows: "The
clearing margin for a stock index futures contract
shall be the futures index multiplied by the value
of each index point multiplied by the risk
coefficient."
29

Question

Answer
The risk coefficient is calculated based on the
movement of a stock index expressed in points
within a certain period, anti-procyclicality and
other possible factors, with at least a 99 percent
confidence interval to cover two-day index price
variation. Article 5, subparagraph 1 of the
"Methods and Standards for Receipt of Clearing
Margins" provides as follows: "If the difference
between the current clearing margin level and the
level calculated daily reaches adjusting level (the
adjusting level of FX futures is 5 percent, the
adjusting level of the rest contracts is 10
percent), TAIFEX may proceed to adjust the
clearing margin."
Adjustments of the margin for TAIEX futures are
not based simply on index movements; rather,
the current margin is compared each day against
the clearing margin obtained each day on the
basis of the risk coefficient. When they differ by
10 percent or more, the margin may be adjusted.

5

For trading offshore

Article 43, paragraph 2 of the "Regulations

options spreads, can the

Governing Futures Commission Merchants"

margin be set the same

provides as follows: "Where a futures

way domestic margins

commission merchant engages in sub-brokered

are?

foreign futures trading services, in collecting
margins or premiums from the futures

30

Question

Answer
commission merchant placing the order, it shall
act in accordance with the requirements of the
foreign futures exchange."

How do foreign investors

The offshore foreign investors must meet margin

meet margin

requirements by depositing margins in accepted

requirements ?

foreign currencies including US Dollars, Euros,
Yen, Pounds, Australian Dollars, Hong Kong
Dollars, and Renminbi. The profit and loss
calculation of all products is in terms of
denominated currency of respective contracts.

6

When the offshore foreign investors buy
Renminbi denominated options, they shall use
their own Renminbi for the premium
requirement. However, they could deposit
currencies other than Renminbi when placing the
orders, and then deposit Renminbi after their
trade matched.

7

8

How to inquire the

The historical margin data of Taifex listing

historical margin data of

contracts is announced on the Taifex's website,

the Taifex futures and

and can be inquired on the historical data query

option contracts ?

page.

How does one create

You can use an FCM's MTS system to apply to

combination positions to

create short calendar strangles or straddles from

achieve options trading

calls or puts expiring in different months.

strategies (e.g. short

However, the trading orders used to create a

calendar strangle or

strangle or straddle must specify the same
31

Question
straddle positions)?

Answer
expiration month. For more information on other
types of combination positions, visit
http://www.taifex.com.tw/enl/eng5/marginReqSS
O.

What are futures

Combination positions can be created in certain

combinations?

eligible TAIFEX futures contracts (TX, TE, TF,
MTX, T5F, XIF, GTF, G2F, E4F, BTF, GDF,
TGF, RHF, RTF, TJF, UDF,SPF, UNF,XEF,XJF,
XBF,XAF,BRF,STF) . Positions are first taken
through separate orders, then open long and short
positions are combined one-to-one and margin
requirements are computed based on the

9

combinations. More information is available on
the TAIFEX website at
http://www.taifex.com.tw/enl/eng5/marginReqIn
dexFut
The detail applicable to the combination of single
stock futures with the same underlying is
available on the TAIFEX website at
http://www.taifex.com.tw/enl/eng5/marginReqSS
F

10

Is it possible to create

The TAIFEX system currently only allows for

combinations of futures

the following combinations of futures and

and options positions?

options positions: TX and TXO; MTX and TXO;
TF and TFO; TE and TEO;Single Stock Futures
and Equity Options;RHF and RHO; RTF and
32

Question

Answer
RTO expired in the same expiration date.
With two exceptions, all these combination
positions consist of one futures contract and four
options contracts; the exceptions are MTX/TXO
combination, in which the ratio is one future
contract versus one option contracts, and Single
Stock Futures/Equity Options combination, in
which the ratio is either one future contract
versus one option contract or twenty future
contracts versus one option contract.
The combinations of futures and TAIEX Weekly
Options are the same as the combinations of
futures and TXO.
The detail applicable to the combination of single
stock futures or equity options with the same
underlying is available on the TAIFEX website
at
http://www.taifex.com.tw/enl/eng5/marginReqSS
F.

What, if any, requirements Take TAIEX products(TX,MTX, Mini-TAIEX

11

do you have regarding

weekly futures , TXO, TAIEX Weekly Option),

expiration dates for

for example:

combination positions?

1. The expiration dates for combination
positions that should be the same：
Bull Call Spread, Bear Call Spread, Bull Put
Spread and Bear Put Spread: It currently only
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Question

Answer
allows for combinations in which the
expiration dates are the same.
2. The expiration dates for combination
positions that could be different：
(1) Time call spread and Time put spread：
It currently allows for combinations in
which the expiration dates are different.
(2) Straddle or Strangle Positions：
It currently allows for combinations in
which the expiration dates are the same or
different.
(3) Combinations of Options and Futures
Positions：
It currently allows for combinations in
which the expiration dates are the same or
different.
(4) Conversion and Reverse Conversion：
It currently allows for combinations in
which the expiration dates are the same or
different.

12

What standard does

Clearing margins, maintenance margins, and

TAIFEX use for day trade

initial margins for day trades in TAIFEX futures

margins?

contracts are set at 50% of the margins for
ordinary trades in the same contracts, rounded up
to the nearest NT$1000. With TAIEX Futures
(TX), for example, if the initial margin for an
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Question

Answer
ordinary trade is NT$83,000, it then is NT$
42,000 for a day trade.

What qualification

The "Chinese National Futures Association

requirements must be met

Self-Regulatory Rules for Brokerage of

to engage in domestic day

Domestic Day Trading by Futures Commission

trading?

Merchants" provide as follows:
1. Must have entered into a futures brokerage
agreement for at least three months.
2. Must have completed at least 10 futures trades
within the past year, regardless whether the
trader entered into the brokerage contract less

13

than a year before.
3. In addition to having sufficient margin on
deposit, the trader's certificate of financial
strength during the past year must add up to at
least 30 percent of the margins required for the
day trades that have been carried out. This
requirement does not apply, however, if the
margins required for day trades carried out fall
short of NT$500,000.
How are the margins
determined for Single
Stock Futures？

14

1. If the underlying security is common stocks
If the underlying security is common stocks
listed on Taiwan Stock Exchange or Taipei
Exchange, the margins requirements for Single
Stock Futures are calculated using the formula as
follows：
Margin Requirements for Single Stock
Futures(common stocks)
35

Question

Answer
＝Futures Price × Multiple of Contract × Margin
Rate：
※Margin Rates
Group

Group

Clearing

Maintenance

Initial

Margin

Margin

Margin

Rate

Rate

Rate

10.00%

10.35%

13.50%

12.00%

12.42%

16.20%

15.00%

15.53%

20.25%

1
Group
2
Group
3

For single stock futures with risk parameters
greater than 15%, TAIFEX will round up the
actual computation result to the nearest
hundredth and the rounded value will be used for
clearing margin level. The maintenance margin
and initial margin level will be calculated by
adding a required mark up of clearing margin
level.
2. If the underlying security is exchange-traded
funds(ETFs)
If the underlying security is exchange-traded
funds(ETFs) listed on Taiwan Stock Exchange or
Taipei Exchange, the margin is set as follows:
Margin Requirements for Single Stock Futur
es(ETFs)
＝Futures Price × Multiple of Contract × Risk
36

Question

Answer
coefficient
The calculation of the risk coefficient of margins
for futures contracts is based on the price
movements of the underlying spot within a
certain period, anti-procyclicality and other
possible factors with at least a 99 percent
confidence interval to cover two-day premium
price variation.

Shall the day trading
margin reduction rule
apply to Single Stock
Futures Contracts？
15

Currently TAIFEX will only reduce by one-half
the margin for day trades of comparatively active
spot month and nearest month futures contracts,
such as TAIEX Futures(TX)、Electronic Sector
Index Futures(TE)、Finance Sector Index
Futures(TF)、Mini-TAIEX Futures(MTX) and
Mini-TAIEX weekly futures during regular
trading session.
Up to now, the rule shall not apply to Single
Stock Futures.

16

How are daily settlement

Article 15 of the "TAIFEX Trading Rules for

prices set for TAIEX

Taiwan Stock Exchange Capitalization Weighted

options? Is there a daily

Stock Index Options Contracts" requires that the

fluctuation limit for

daily settlement price of the Contract be

premiums?

determined in one of the following ways:
1. Based on the last transaction price of the
regular trading session; or
2. To be determined by TAIFEX if there is no
transaction price in the last fifteen minutes before
the close of regular trading session or the closing
37

Question

Answer
price referred to in the preceding item is deemed
unreasonable.
In addition, Article 9 of the TAIFEX Trading
Rules provides as follows: "The price limit of
premium for the Contracts for the each trading
session shall be10 percent of the most recent
closing price of the underlying index on the
Taiwan Stock Exchange."
The determination of daily settlement price and
the price limit of premium for the each trading
session for the TAIEX Weekly Options are the
same as the TAIEX Options.

What is the difference

The closing price of TAIEX options means the

between the daily

last transaction price before market close. Article

settlement price and the

15 of the "TAIFEX Trading Rules for Taiwan

closing price of TAIEX

Stock Exchange Capitalization Weighted Stock

options?

Index Options Contracts" requires that the daily
settlement price of the Contract be determined in

17

one of the following ways:
1. Based on the last transaction price of the
regular trading session; or
2. To be determined by TAIFEX if there is no
transaction price in the last fifteen minutes
before the close of regular trading session or
the closing price referred to in the preceding
item is deemed unreasonable.
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Question
How are final settlement

Answer
1. Formula for Calculating Final Settlement

prices determined for

Prices of Domestic Stock Index Contracts

TAIFEX index futures and

The final settlement price of domestic stock

options?

index futures and options contracts shall be
determined based on the simple arithmetic
mean index of the underlying index during
the last 30 minutes of trading before market
close of the Taiwan Stock Exchange or
Taipei Exchange on the final settlement day,
consisting of each disclosed underlying
index during the trading period from 1:00
p.m. to 1:25 p.m. and the last index.
The aforesaid arithmetic mean index shall be

18

rounded to the nearest minimum price
fluctuation as specified by each contract or,
where the final settlement price is an exact
uneven multiple of one half of the minimum
price fluctuation, to the nearest higher
minimum price fluctuation. If the Taiwan
Stock Exchange or Taipei Exchange
postpones market close or matching,
TAIFEX may extend the aforementioned
30-minute sampling time.
2. Formula for Calculating Final Settlement
Prices of Foreign Stock Index Contracts
(1) The final settlement price of TOPIX
futures shall be determined based on
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Question

Answer
TOPIX Special Quotation on the
business day of Tokyo Stock Exchange
(TSE) following the last trading day of
TAIFEX TOPIX futures.
(2) The final settlement price of Dow Jones
Industry Average futures shall be
determined based on the Special
Opening Quotation of Dow Jones
Industry Average index calculated by
SPDJI on the last trading day of Dow
Jones Industry Average futures.
The final settlement price of S&P 500
Index futures shall be determined based
on the Special Opening Quotation of
S&P 500 Index calculated by SPDJI on
the last trading day of S&P 500 Index
futures.
(3) The final settlement price of Nasdaq-100
Index futures shall be determined based
on the Special Opening Quotation of the
Nasdaq-100 Index® calculated by
Nasdaq on the last trading day of
Nasdaq-100 Index futures.
3. Formula for Calculating Contract Values of
Stock Index Futures Expired Positions
The contract value of each
NTD-denominated stock index futures
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Question

Answer
expired position shall be determined by
multiplying the Final Settlement Price of the
Contract by the value of each index point,
with amounts of less than NT$1.00
unconditionally rounded down.

How is the daily

The daily settlement price for a Single Stock

settlement price

Futures Contract shall be determined as follows:

determined for Single

1. The daily settlement price for a Single Stock

Stock Futures Contracts？ Futures Contract shall be the volume-weighted
average price of all trades during the last minute
before market close.
2. If there is no trade price for the contract during
the last minute before market close, the average
of the highest unexecuted bid and lowest
unexecuted ask quoted as of market close shall
19

be taken as the daily settlement price.
3. When there is no quoted bid price, the lowest
quoted ask price shall be taken as the daily
settlement price; when there is no quoted ask
price, then the highest quoted bid price shall be
taken as the daily settlement price.
4. When there is no quoted bid nor ask price for a
distant-month futures contract, then the price
difference between the settlement price of the
spot-month futures contract and the settlement
price of the distant-month futures contract on the
41

Question

Answer
previous business day shall be taken as the basis
of calculation, whereby the sum of the current
day's settlement price of the spot-month futures
contract and the above price difference will be
taken as the daily settlement price of the
distant-month contract.
5. The daily settlement price shall be decided by
the TAIFEX where a daily settlement price
cannot be determined by any of the methods in
subparagraphs 1 to 4, or if the settlement price as
calculated by those methods is obviously
unreasonable.
Except the adjusted contracts, the daily
settlement price of Single Stock Futures
Contracts with the same underlying and
expiration dates should be the same.

How is the final settlement The final settlement price for a Single Stock
price determined for

Futures or Equity option Contract shall be

Single Stock Futures and

determined by the arithmetic mean of the prices

Equity option Contracts？

of the underlying security on the securities
market during the last 60 minutes of trading

20

before market close on the final settlement day. If
the final settlement day of a single stock futures
or equity option contract falls on a day on which
the underlying security is suspended from
trading, the day for determining the final

42

Question

Answer
settlement price shall instead be the business day
before the first day on which the trading is
suspended.
1.The underlying security is common stocks
If the underlying security is common stocks
listed on Taiwan Stock Exchange or Taipei
Exchange,

the

calculation

of

the

above

mentioned mean price of the underlying security
is the simple arithmetic mean of prices for the
specific component stock of each disclosed
Taiwan Stock Exchange or Taipei Exchange
Capitalization Weighted Stock Index during the
trading period from 12:30 p.m. to 1:25 p.m. and
the last index. The aforesaid simple arithmetic
mean prices shall be rounded to the second
decimal place.
The final settlement price of a single stock
futures

or

equity

option

contract

whose

underlying security is not a component stock of
the Taiwan Stock Exchange or Taipei Exchange
Capitalization Weighted Stock Index on the final
settlement day shall be the simple arithmetic
mean of the last trading prices before each
disclosure of the index within the last 60 minutes
of trading. If there is no trading price for the
43

Question

Answer
underlying security within the trading session,
the final settlement price shall be the opening
reference price of the underlying security.
If the Taiwan Stock Exchange or Taipei
Exchange postpones market close or matching,
TAIFEX

may

extend

the

aforementioned

60-minute sampling time.
2.The underlying security is exchange-traded
funds(ETFs)
If the underlying security is exchange-traded
funds(ETFs) listed on Taiwan Stock Exchange or
Taipei Exchange, the calculation of the above
mentioned mean price of the underlying security
is the simple arithmetic mean of the last trading
prices before each disclosure of Taiwan Stock
Exchange or Taipei Exchange Capitalization
Weighted Stock Index during the trading period
from 12:30 p.m. to 1:25 p.m. and the last index.
If there is no trading price for the underlying
security within the trading session, the final
settlement price shall be the opening reference
price of the underlying security. The aforesaid
simple arithmetic mean prices shall be rounded
to the second decimal place.
If the Taiwan Stock Exchange or Taipei
44

Question

Answer
Exchange postpones market close or matching,
TAIFEX

may

extend

the

aforementioned

60-minute sampling time.
How should the

The last trading day for an Equity Option

Settlement of an exercised Contract shall be the third Wednesday of the
Equity Option Contract be expiration month. An Equity Option Contract
handled?
21

may be exercised on the expiration date only. An
open position that is in-the-money on the
expiration date shall be settled in cash by the net
difference between the value of the Underlying
Assets, as calculated based on the final
settlement price, and the exercise amount.

How to deal in holding

A trader shall handle all trading and liquidation

open positions in Equity

operations in compliance with the content of the

Option Contracts?

TAIFEX Equity Option Contract. Except the

22

combination of option positions, the same
contract portfolio on the same series of the
market in option contract can also be held by a
trader.

23

How to calculate an

An in-the-money position for an exercised Equity

in-the-money position for

Option means a Call Option position when the

an exercised Equity

value of the Underlying Assets, as calculated

Option?

based on the final settlement price, is higher than
the exercise amount, or a Put Option position
when the value of the underlying assets, as
calculated based on the final settlement price, is
45

Question

Answer
lower than the exercise amount. Writers of
in-the-money positions shall pay the difference
described in the preceding paragraph, while
buyers are entitled to receive the difference.

24

TAIFEX will undertake

The adjusted SSF Contracts is the underlying

contract adjustment when

stock after dividends, it does not include cash

the underlying company

dividends. The calculation of the final settlement

of the SSF issues cash

price of the underlying value on the final

dividends, can SSF holder

settlement day does not include cash dividends.

receive cash dividends as
well?

25

TAIFEX will undertake

For buy side and sell side positions held in Single

contract adjustment when

Stock Futures Contracts at market close on the

the underlying company

business day preceding the effective date of

of the SSF issues cash

contract adjustment, the addition to the buy side

dividends, how is the

equity amount and the deduction from the

equity of the position

sell-side equity amount shall be adjusted on the

holder in the previous

effective date of contract adjustment.

trading day (the
underlying stock
ex-dividend day)
calculated?

26

Does TAIFEX provide

On the day before contract adjustment effective

reference list when the

day between 15:30 and 17:30, TAIFEX will

underlying company of

generate the list of the addition to the buy side

the SSF issues cash

equity amount and the deduction from the
46

Question
dividends?

Answer
sell-side equity amount for FCMs and Clearing
Members.
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TAIFEX will undertake

The date on which the contract adjustments take

contract adjustment when

effect before 7:00am, TAIFEX will make the

the underlying company

adjustment in terms of addition to long equity

of the SSF issues cash

value and deduction from short equity value,

dividends, what is the

keeping the equity value unchanged.

effective time of contract
adjustment?
What is the type of

1.The underlying securities of TAIFEX Single

eligible collateral

Stock Futures and Equity Option Contracts,

securities, and the

FTSE/TWSE Taiwan 50 Index, and

applicable haircut rate?

Yuanta/P-shares Taiwan Top 50 ETF: 30%

28

of market value.
2. Book-entry central government bonds: 5% of
market value.
3. Formosa bonds (i.e. foreign currency
denominated bonds): 10% of market value.

29

How can I get the

The public notices of eligible collateral securities

information of eligible

can be checked at Taifex official website after

collateral securities?

17：00 every day.
http://www.taifex.com.tw/enl/eng5/collateralStoc

What is the collateral
30

ratio? How can I calculate
the actual collateral

k
(1)The value of securities posted as collateral
must not exceed 50% of the required
clearing margin.
(2) The value of securities posted as collateral
(c) is calculated by either method (a) or
47

Question
value？

Answer
method (b) below, whichever is less will be
considered as the value of the collateral:
(a) the post-haircut value of the securities;
or
(b) the maximum amount that can be posted
as collaterals in the form of securities
(50% of the required clearing margin for
the futures trader's open positions)
Where a > b, then c = b; where a < b, then c
= a.
[Example]
Trader A wishes to post 10,000 shares in
Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing
Corporation (TSMC) as collaterals. The
market price of TSMC on the day in question
is NT$60 per share. The initial margin
requirement on Trader A's open position is
NT$1 million. We assume that the clearing
margin is NT$730,000.

* The market value of the TSMC shares is
NT$600,000. The post-haircut value is
NT$420,000 (60 x (1 - 30% haircut rate)),
and the maximum amount that can be posted
as collaterals in the form of securities is
NT$365,000 (730,000 x 50% = 365,000).
The post-haircut value for the shares is
greater than the maximum amount that can
be posted as collaterals in the form of
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Question

Answer
securities, and the lesser amount is treated as
the actual collateral value of securities
posted as collaterals.

* Therefore, the 10,000 shares of TSMC may be
used to post NT$365,000 worth of collaterals,
and the trader must post NT$635,000 of
collaterals in cash.
How do customers deposit
stocks, ETF, or Formosa

Customer who has opted one-step
performance bond deposits needs to transfer the

bonds to TAIFEX / FCMs’ stocks, ETF, or Formosa Bonds to the appropriate
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exclusive performance

exclusive collateral securities account opened by

bond accounts? How do

the TAIFEX with Taiwan Depository & Clearing

customers identify

Corporation (hereafter refers as TDCC). The

TAIFEX / FCMs’

account name is "Exclusive Collateral Securities

exclusive performance

Account", and the account number is

bond accounts?

"0050-89000001".
Customer who has opted two-step
performance bond deposits needs to transfer the
stocks, ETF,or Formosa Bonds to the appropriate
exclusive collateral securities account opened by
the FCM with the TDCC; the account name is
"Exclusive Collateral Securities Account", and
the account number is "XXXX-89000001"
(where XXXX is the ID code for the FCM
depository participant). The TDCC will issue an
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Question

Answer
ID code for the FCM depository participant when
the FCM formally applies to become a TDCC
participant.
The last eight digits in TAIFEX and FCM
exclusive collateral securities accounts are
intended to facilitate the identification of each
account. FCMs are required to disclose the
account numbers for TAIFEX and FCM
exclusive collateral securities accounts in a
prominent location at their places of business.

How do customers deposit
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Customer who has opted one-step

Book-entry central

performance bond deposits needs to transfer

government bonds to

bonds to the appropriate exclusive securities

TAIFEX / FCMs’

account for government-bond collaterals, opened

exclusive performance

by the TAIFEX with one of the settlement banks

bond accounts? How do

listed below. The account name is "Exclusive

customers identify

Collateral Securities Account", and the account

TAIFEX / FCMs’

numbers are as shown below:

exclusive performance
bond accounts?

Bank name

Branch

Account
number

Bank of

Business

00350200

Taiwan

Department

1966

First Bank

Kuting

17180000

Branch

051
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Question

Answer
Hua Nan

Nanmen

11729000

Bank

Branch

0208

Chang Hwa

Headquarters

51856100

Bank

Branch

017000

Cathay

Business

21876200

United Bank Department

0291

Mega

00752000

Foreign

International Department

180

Commercial
Bank
Chinatrust

Corporate

90100000

Commercial

Finance

000097

Bank

Division

Customer who has opted for two-step
performance bond deposits needs to transfer
bonds to the exclusive securities account for
government-bond collaterals opened by the
FCM. After the FCM opens the account
accordingly, it is required to display, in a
prominent location at its places of business, the
account numbers for this account as well as the
exclusive securities account for
government-bond collaterals.
What are the key points of The key points of such an agreement are as set
33

the agreement for that a

out below; the trader must read the agreement

futures trader and FCM

carefully and have a good understanding of both
51

Question
enter into?

Answer
parties' rights and obligations before signing:
(1) The agreement stipulates that any interest,
dividends, or other interests generated by the
securities belong to the futures trader.
(2) The agreement stipulates whether the
securities can: (a) only be posted as collateral
against his own open and new positions; or (b) be
posted with the TAIFEX as collateral to fulfill
the margin requirements on the positions or new
orders of other persons.
(3) The agreement stipulates the manner in
which collateral securities are to be deposited
and withdrawn.
(4) The agreement sets out the circumstances
under which collateral securities can be disposed
of, and clarifies related rights and obligations.
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When dividends, bonuses,

When dividends, bonuses, or other interests are

or other interests are

distributed by the issuer for the securities that

distributed by the issuer

have been posted as collaterals, the trader does

for the securities that have

not need to take any exclusive action to claim the

been posted as collaterals,

distribution. Interest generated by the securities

how is the situation

in question belongs to the trader, and is delivered

handled? Does the trader

to the trader in the manner described below:

need to take any exclusive

(1) Stocks, ETF and Formosa Bonds

action to claim the

For stocks, ETF and Formosa Bonds deposited to

distribution?

TAIFEX exclusive collateral securities accounts,
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Question

Answer
the TAIFEX provides an itemized list of traders
who deposit securities as collaterals; when they
are posted to an FCM's exclusive collateral
securities accounts, the FCM provides an
itemized list of traders who deposit securities as
collaterals to the TDCC for transferring.
(2) Government bonds
When interest is paid on government bonds,
according to the current regulations, it is required
that the interest be deposited directly into the
exclusive collateral securities account of any
trader who does not take action to claim it. For a
trader who has opted for one-step securities
deposit, the TAIFEX pays interest to the trader
less interest income tax. For a trader who has
opted for two-step securities deposit, the
TAIFEX pays interest to the FCM, which then
withholds interest income tax and forwards the
difference to the trader.
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When a futures trader

When a futures trader posts securities as

posts securities as

collaterals, the securities may be disposed of

collateral, under what

under either of the following two

circumstances can the

circumstances(if the trader and FCM have

securities be disposed of?

contractually agreed to it):
(1) After FCM closes out all futures trading
contracts of a futures trader, if the futures trader’s
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Question

Answer
equity is negative and the futures trader fails to
settle the difference by cash within three business
days of notification by the FCM, the FCM may
sell off securities in the amount necessary to
offset the negative equity.
(2) Where the futures trader opts to allow the
FCM or clearing member to post his securities as
collaterals to fulfill the margin requirements not
limited to his own positions, if the clearing
member defaults on its obligations to the
TAIFEX, the TAIFEX is entitled to dispose of
securities deposited by the trader.

How does SPAN® differ

With futures and options contracts, the

from the strategy-based

strategy-based margining system sets margins

margining system?

differently for simply different futures and
options strategies. SPAN® , however, in addition
to considering individual products and strategies,
also considers: (1) hedge relationships of
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different products; (2) basis risk that arise when
hedging between the same contracts with
different expiration dates; (3) the implied
volatility of options; and other such factors.
SPAN® can therefore more efficiently measure
the risks associated with the overall portfolio and
set the margin that is needed to cover such risks.
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I have a question about

The fixed ratios for the intermonth spread
54

Question

Answer

SPAN parameters — how

charges are set on the basis of liquidity in futures

do you set the fixed ratios

markets overseas as well as our own market here

for the intermonth spread

in Taiwan. This method has been adopted by

charges?

TAIFEX pursuant to authorization granted in
Article 5-2, subparagraph 4 of the "TAIFEX
Methods and Standards for Receipt of Clearing
Margins".
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How to carry out futures

A trader shall sign the “Agreement for Adoption

trading and calculate the

by Customers of SPAN Methodology for

margins required to be

Calculating Margins”, and agrees that FCM

paid by a customer on the

exercises control over orders placed by the

basis of SPAN?

trader, margin calls and compulsory liquidations
in accordance with this agreement and the
engagement agreement.

How does the margin

Under SPAN® margining, the margin

change for strategic

requirement is based on the net risk of the

combination positions if

trader’s entire portfolio. When positions change

calculated through the

(or are created or closed out), the portfolio is

SPAN® margining system? re-examined and offsetting risks are netted out
39

before the margin requirement is calculated. For
example, if an inter-commodity or intermonth
combination that exits under the logic of
offsetting risk is broken up because part of the
combination has expired or been closed out, the
margin requirement could rise because the
formerly offsetting positions can no longer be
55

Question

Answer
netted out.
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Can day trading positions

No, they cannot. Margin for day trading positions

be included with the rest

must be posted in accordance with TAIFEX rules

of the portfolio for the

governing day trading margins, and may not be

purpose of calculating

factored into SPAN® margins. The only time they

SPAN® margins?

are factored into SPAN® margins is when a trader
for some reason is unable to close out a position
before the close of trading.
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Why do figures for open

This is most likely due to the decomposition of a

interest change even when combination position in options, as in the
a contract has not been

following example: A trader with long and short

traded?

7800 calls on TXO 200609 applies to create
combination positions in which the 7800 calls are
combined with options in different series. The
next day, the trader decomposes the two
combination positions, thus leaving the long and
short 7800 calls on TXO 200609 as decomposed
positions that can be netted against each other.
Open interest can thus change even when no
contracts have been traded.
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When a trader places an

No, unrealized gains or losses should not be

order, are the expected

factored into a determination regarding whether

results of previous trades

excess margin is sufficient (but note that the

factored into the

TAIFEX margin standard is only a minimum; an

determination of whether

FCM is allowed to require a higher margin on the

the trader has sufficient

basis of risk considerations). Once gains or losses
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Question

Answer

excess margin for the

on positions are realized, unless otherwise

order?

stipulated, they are immediately factored into
margin equity, and if a margin is insufficient a
margin call will be issued and other necessary
risk control actions will be taken.
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What requirements apply

Point 6 of the "TAIFEX Operational Key Points

to the exercise of options

of Clearing and Settlement for Futures

upon expiration? Do

Commission Merchants and Clearing Members"

traders have the right to

allows FCMs to go online during specified

adjust positions before

business hours to make additions or deletions,

settlement?

per trader instructions, to/from the reference list
of stock index options/equity options to be
exercised by long position holders.
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Why are offsetting

Because there are so many different kinds of

principles for options

options trading strategies, TAIFEX only offsets

different from those for

designated options positions. Futures contracts,

futures?

in contrast, are offset automatically. Futures
traders are thoroughly familiar with offsetting
operations.
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Customer Margin is

1. Pursuant to Article 70 of Futures Trading Act,

customer banking margin

the creditors of futures commission merchants

at FCM’s account to

or designated institutions referred to in the

assure that all contract

preceding Paragraph shall not file an

obligations will be

attachment suit or claim any rights on the said

fulfilled. Customer Margin

segregated customer margin/premium

account is opened with

accounts unless otherwise provided for in this
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Question
name of FCM. Can FCM
withdraw customer fund

Answer
Act.
2. Pursuant to Article 71 of Futures Trading Act,

from the segregated

a futures commission merchant shall not

customer margin account?

withdraw any fund from the segregated
customer margin/premium account, unless one
of the following situations occurs:
(1) instruction from the futures trader to
deliver the excess margins/premiums;
(2) payment for the futures trader of the
margins/premiums due and/or settlement
balance;
(3) payment for the futures trader of
brokerage commissions, interests, or other
transactional fees payable to the futures
broker; or
(4) other items being approved by the
Competent Authority.
Customer margin account management shall
refer to aforementioned Act. Therefore, FCMs
may not withdraw any fund from the segregated
customer margin account.
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How does the FCM

1. Pursuant to Regulations Governing Futures

manage customer margin

Commission Merchants Article 4, it is

account?

required to report to the FSC when a customer
margin account is opened, changed, or closed.
2. Pursuant to Regulations Governing Futures
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Question

Answer
Commission Merchants Article 42, when a
futures commission merchant opens a
customer margin account with the institution
designated by the FSC, such account shall be
designated as a customer margin account. The
name of the institution where a customer
margin account is opened, and the number of
the account, shall be posted publicly by the
futures commission merchant in a prominent
location at its place of business; the same
requirement also applies to amendment or
cancellation of the account. Where a futures
commission merchant concurrently engages in
brokerage of domestic and foreign futures, it
shall open separate customer margin accounts.
The designated institutions referred to in
preceding paragraph are limited to the
following:
(1) Banks that have been approved for foreign
exchange or deposit operations by the FSC,
and which meet the conditions prescribed by
the FSC.
(2) Central securities depository
(3) Clearing banks that have been engaged by
the Central Bank to carry out registration for
book-entry central government bonds, and that
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Question

Answer
meet the conditions prescribed by the FSC.
Financial institutions concurrently engaged
in futures business may not open their
customer margin accounts at financial
institutions under their operation.
3. Pursuant to Article 44 of the Regulations
Governing Futures Commission Merchants,
when a futures commission merchant accepts
futures trading brokerage orders, the payments
shall be done through customer margin
account. The payments referred to in the
preceding paragraph shall be made through
the customer's margin account. All
withdrawals shall be made through bank
transfer, and a detailed and accurate record
and receipt shall be prepared as proof of
payment.
4. Pursuant to Article 45 of the Regulations
Governing Futures Commission Merchants, a
futures commission merchant shall not
exercise overdrafts on funds or securities in
customer margin accounts, nor create any
security interests or other rights thereupon,
nor divert them to serve as another client's
margin, premiums, clearing and delivery fees,
commissions, or processing fees, or to cover
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Question

Answer
insufficient funds of other clients.
5. A futures commission merchant shall set up an
itemized account record for each customer,
and on a daily basis shall calculate the balance
of cash and securities on deposit in each
customer's margin account and changes of the
actual marginable value of securities and
prepare an itemized statement for each
customers' margin account.
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How do customers

1. Pursuant to Futures Trading Act Article 70, the

retrieve their funds banked

creditors of futures commission merchants or

at customer margin

designated institutions shall not file an

account of FCM if FCM

attachment suit or claim any rights on the said

file bankrupted?

segregated customer margin/premium
accounts unless otherwise provided for in this
Act.
2. A futures commission merchant shall not
withdraw any fund from the segregated
customer margin/premium account, unless one
of the following situations occurs:
(1) instruction from the futures trader to
deliver the excess margins/premiums;
(2) payment for the futures trader of the
margins/premiums due and/or settlement
balance;
(3) payment for the futures trader of
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Question

Answer
brokerage commissions, interests, or other
transactional fees payable to the futures
broker; or
(4) other items being approved by the
Competent Authority.
3. Pursuant to Futures Trading Act Article 75, the
Competent Authority may, in case a futures
commission merchant is bankrupt, dissolved,
suspended, or is required by acts or
regulations to cease to accept trading orders
from futures traders, order it to transfer the
relevant accounts of its futures traders to
another futures commission merchant with
whom it has a succession agreement. A
futures commission merchant, unless with
justified reason and approved by the
Competent Authority, shall within two
business days of receiving the transfer order
from the Competent Authority, transfer the
balance of the segregated customer
margin/premium account and statements of
the futures traders to the designated futures
commission merchants.
4. A futures commission merchant shall not
exercise overdrafts on funds or securities in
customer margin accounts, nor create any
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Question

Answer
security interests or other rights thereupon,
nor divert them to serve as another client's
margin, premiums, clearing and delivery fees,
commissions, or processing fees, or to cover
insufficient funds of other clients.
5. After completion of corporate registration, a
futures commission merchant shall lodge an
operating bond with a financial institution
designated by the FSC, in accordance with the
following provisions:
(1) futures broker: 50 million New Taiwan
Dollars.
(2) futures dealer: 5 million New Taiwan
Dollars.
6. Pursuant to Article 21 of the Securities
Investor and Futures Trader Protection Act,
when a futures trader's consigned futures
commission merchant breaches contract due
to financial difficulties leaving it unable to
make payment, where the futures trader has
engaged in futures trading on the futures
market but is unable to obtain the margin or
option premium due and to realize capital
gains after completion of clearing procedures
at the futures clearing house.
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If FCM is out of business,

1. Pursuant to Regulations Governing Futures
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Question

Answer

how do current rules and

Commission Merchants Article 43, where a

regulations protect foreign

futures commission merchant engages in

futures margin of

sub-brokered foreign futures trading services,

customers?

in collecting margins or premiums from the
futures commission merchant placing the
order, it shall act in accordance with the
requirements of the foreign futures exchange.
2. Pursuant to Regulations Governing Futures
Commission Merchants Article 44, the
payments referred to in the preceding
paragraph shall be made through the
customer's margin account. All withdrawals
shall be made through bank transfer, and a
detailed and accurate record and receipt shall
be prepared as proof of payment.
3. A futures commission merchant shall set up an
itemized account record for each customer,
and on a daily basis shall calculate the balance
of cash and securities on deposit in each
customer's margin account and changes of the
actual marginable value of securities and
prepare an itemized statement for each
customers' margin account.
4. The Competent Authority may, in case a
futures commission merchant is bankrupt,
dissolved, suspended, or is required by acts or
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Question

Answer
regulations to cease to accept trading orders
from futures traders, order it to transfer the
relevant accounts of its futures traders to
another futures commission merchant with
whom it has a succession agreement, unless
the said futures commission merchant is also a
member of a futures clearing house. A futures
commission merchant, unless with justified
reason and approved by the Competent
Authority, shall within two business days of
receiving the transfer order from the
Competent Authority, transfer the balance of
the segregated customer margin/premium
account and statements of the futures traders
to the designated futures commission
merchants.
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What does on-line report

The contents of On-line report inquiry TAIFEX

offer? What is the inquiry

provides include margin call, margin, position

interval?

structure, collateral acceptance, expired
contracts, futures transaction tax and margin
information along with products P/L of 2
sessions, respectively. The interval is up to
previous 7 business days.
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How do FCMs access

TAIFEX trading system transfers files to FCMs

On-line report TAIFEX

and Clearing Members through FTP server via

offers? What is the file

TCP/IP. FCMs and Clearing Members may
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Question

Answer

format to provide FCMs?

access various files TAIFEX provides and

Can FCMs add value to

TAIFEX adds standardized reporting files to

the report?

provide FCMs without increasing developing
costs to FCMs, Clearing Members, and TAIFEX
itself. FCMs and Clearing Members may access
files with familiar interface and approach, file
format is saved as CSV format that FCMs and
Clearing Members could customize files to add
value as needed.
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What are the measures

TAIFEX will adjust the margin of the single

taken if the underlying

stock future and equity option as below:

security of TAIFEX single  If the disposition measure has been
stock futures and equity

announced for the underlying security for the

options is subject to

first time within the most recent 30 business

disposition measures

days, TAIFEX will increase the margin rate

announced by Taiwan

by 1.5 times.

Stock Exchange or Taipei
Exchange?

 If the disposition measure has been
announced two or more times (inclusive) for
the underlying security within the most
recent 30 business days, TAIFEX will
increase the margin rate by 2 times.
 If the disposition measure, except
suspending trading of the given security for a
specific period, is adopted after reporting to
the Surveillance Operations Oversight
Committee of Taiwan Stock Exchange or
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Question

Answer
Taipei Exchange for a resolution, TAIFEX
will in principle increase the margin rate by
1.5 times, 2 times or 3 times depending on
the measure being taken for the first, second,
or third (inclusive) or more times within the
most recent 30 business days. If the
circumstances of the disposition measures
are serious, TAIFEX may increase the
margin rate by 2 or 3 times.
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How to decide the final

1. The final settlement price shall be determined

settlement prices of the

based on the LBMA Gold Price AM as

NT dollar denominated

announced by ICE Benchmark Administration

gold futures and gold

Limited (IBA) on the same calendar day as

option contracts?

the last trading day, and the USD/TWD spot
exchange rate at 11 AM as announced by
Taipei Forex Inc., and after conversion for
weight and fineness. The formula is as
follows: (LBMA Gold Price AM ÷ 31.1035 ×
3.75 × 0.9999 ÷ 0.995) × the USD/TWD spot
exchange rate at 11 AM
2. In the event that the USD/TWD spot
exchange rate at 11 AM has for any reason not
been announced by Taipei Forex Inc., the first
USD/TWD spot exchange rate announced by
Taipei Forex Inc. after 11 AM on the last
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Question

Answer
trading day shall be used as the basis for
calculation of the final settlement price.
3. When the LBMA Gold Price AM referred to
in the preceding paragraph has for any reason
not yet been generated before the TAIFEX
executes

procedures

for

settlement

at

expiration, the LBMA Gold Price PM as
announced by ICE Benchmark Administration
Limited (IBA) after market close on the same
calendar day as the last trading day shall be
used to calculate the final settlement price.
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Upon the expiration of NT The application hour for physical delivery of the
dollar denominated gold

expiration of NT dollar denominated gold futures

futures and gold option

and gold option contracts shall be from 16:00 to

contracts, what are the

17:30 of the last trading day , and including the

time frame and procedures following matters :
if trader opting for

1. The buy-side trader (the profiles of long

physical delivery via the

futures, long call or short put) shall deposit the

futures commission

cash amount to the futures commission merchant

merchant ?

's customer margin account by 17:30.
2. The sell-side trader (the profiles of short
futures, short call or long put) shall transfer
the underlying physical gold to Taifex’s
exclusive account with Taiwan Depository &
Clearing Corporation (TDCC) by 17:00. The
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Question

Answer
account name is “Exclusive Gold Physical
Delivery Account “, and the account number
is “0050-8900013”.

54

55

What are the deadline and

The futures commission merchant shall report to

procedures for the futures

Taifex the detail information about the

commission merchant

buy-side trader’s receivable gold deposit

reporting to Taifex about

account and the sell-side trader’s underlying

trader’s physical delivery

physical gold delivery from 16:30 until 17:30

application of the expired

of the last trading day. The buy-side trader’s

NT dollar denominated

prepayment shall be transferred to Taifex by

gold futures and gold

the clearing member into the clearing margin

option contracts ?

account.

What is the underlying

The underlying physical gold is the gold on the

physical gold of physical

“Gold Trading Platform” of the Taipei Exchange.

delivery for the expired
NT dollar denominated
gold futures and gold
option contracts ?
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When will trader receive

The Taifex will process the delivery of gold

the underlying physical

versus payment of cash amount from 8:40 a.m. of

gold or the respective cash the final settlement day. In general, trader will
amount of physical

receive the underlying physical gold or the

delivery for the expired

respective cash amount by 9:00 a.m.

NT dollar denominated
gold futures and gold
option contracts ?
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Question
57

What is the final

Answer
1. The final settlement price of TAIFEX TOPIX

settlement price for

Futures is the TOPIX Special Quotation

TAIFEX TOPIX Futures?

(TOPIX SQ) calculated on the final settlement

How is the final settlement
price determination date
adjusted if it falls on a day
on which the Tokyo Stock
Exchange, Inc. is closed?

price determination day (the TSE business
day following the last trading day).
2. The TOPIX SQ is the free-float adjusted
market capitalization-weighted average of that
day’s first transaction price for each
constituent of the index; therefore, the SQ
cannot be calculated until the first transaction
prices of all the TOPIX constituents are
confirmed at the end of the index’s trading
day (2 p.m., Taiwan time). In the event that a
constituent does not have a transaction price
on that day, its opening reference price is used
instead. The TOPIX SQ is calculated to two
decimal places. Its minimum price fluctuation
is 0.01, which differs from the 0.25 minimum
price fluctuation of the TAIFEX TOPIX
Futures.
3. In principle, the final settlement price
determination day for TAIFEX TOPIX
Futures is the same as that of the Osaka Stock
Exchange’s TOPIX Futures: the second
Friday of the expiration month. If the TSE is
closed on the second Friday, the final
settlement price determination day will be
moved forward to the preceding TSE business
day (usually, the second Thursday of the
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Question

Answer
expiration month).
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Questions frequently asked by traders about Products
Question
What are the transaction tax
rates for TAIFEX’s futures and
options? How to calculate?

Answer
Transaction tax rates for TAIFEX’s futures and options
are as follows:
Type of contract

Futures transaction tax rate

Equity Index and Equity futures

0.002% of contract value

Gold futures

0.00025% of contract value

FX futures

0.0001% of contract value

Crude oil futures

0.0005% of contract value

Options

1

0.1% of premium

2

For settlement, when an option

contract is settled in cash by the
difference in value on the expiration
date, the tax is calculated by
multiplying the market value per

1

contract by the settlement tax rate
according to applicable type of
futures contract. For example, the tax
rate for a stock index options
contract is 0.00002.

Please see
https://www.taifex.com.tw/eng/eng4/doc/FuturesTax.doc
for examples of how futures contracts are taxed.
Please see
https://www.taifex.com.tw/eng/eng4/doc/OptionsTax.doc
for examples of how options contracts are taxed.
How are theoretical options
prices calculated?

2

Theoretical options prices are usually calculated by using
the Black & Scholes European pricing model. The Black
& Scholes formula is as follows:
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Question

Answer
C  Se  q (T  t ) N ( d1 )  Xe  r (T  t ) N ( d 2 )
P  Xe  r (T  t ) N (  d 2 )  Se  q (T  t ) N (  d1 )
d1 

ln( S X )  ( r  q   2 2)(T  t )
 (T  t )

d 2  d1  

(T  t )

where
C

call price

(T-t) time to expitation (year)

P

put price

r

risk-free interest rate (year)

S

underlying index

q

dividend yield (year)

X

strike price

σ

volatility (year)

In addition, e is a natural number, ln( ) is a natural
logarithm, and N( ) is a standard normal cumulative
distribution function. The standard normal cumulative
distribution function N( ) is computed as follows (precise
to the 6th decimal point):
1  N ' ( x)(a1k  a2 k 2  a3 k 3  a4 k 4  a5 k 5 )
N ( x)  
1  N ( x)

1
1 x2 2
k
N ' ( x) 
e
1  x
2
a1  0.319381530
a4  1.821255978

a2  0.356563782
a5  1.330274429

when
when

x0
x0

a3  1.781477937

  0.2316419

You can calculate theoretical prices by yourself, or visit
TAIFEX website. Click “Investor Protection” and select
the “Calculating Theoretical Options Price” function
(shown below), which is based on the aforementioned
options pricing model. Input the six parameters (spot
price of the underlying index, strike price, volatility,
risk-free interest rate, dividend yield and time to
expiration) into the appropriate fields and click on the
「

」button to calculate the
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Question

Answer
theoretical price.

What is the implied volatility?
How to calculate?

The implied volatility is calculated by inputting the
market value of options into the theoretical model to
capture the market’s view of volatility of the return of the
underlying index. Implied volatility is usually calculating
by using the Black & Scholes European pricing model.
Five parameters (price of the underlying index, strike
price, risk-free interest rate, dividend yield and time to
expiration) are input into the formula and calculate the
implied volatility based on the market value of call or
put.

3

You can calculate implied volatility by yourself, or visit
TAIFEX website. Click “Investor Protection” and select
the “Calculating Theoretical Options Price” function,
which is based on the aforementioned options pricing
model. Input the five parameters (price of the underlying
index, strike price, risk-free interest rate, dividend yield
and time to expiration) into the appropriate fields and
click the「
」, and a dialog box (shown
below) will pop up. Select whether the contract is a call
or put, and input the market value of the premium, then
click on the 「
」to obtain a figure for implied
volatility based on previous inputs for price of the
underlying index, strike price, risk-free interest rate,
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dividend yield, and time to expiration.

What is the TAIEX Options
Volatility Index (TAIWAN
VIX)? Where can I get index
data?

4

1. The volatility index is expected annualized volatility,
which is calculated using the market prices of TAIEX
Options, multiplied by 100. The volatility index
shows current expectations in the market regarding
future 30-day volatility of the TAIEX Index, thereby
providing options traders with one more type of
information that they can refer to in deciding upon
trading and hedging strategies. Generally speaking,
the higher the volatility index, the more volatility
traders expect to see in future equity prices, and
vice-versa. Because the volatility index reflects the
emotional state of traders, it is also known as the
investor fear gauge.
2. Assume that the TAIEX Index is 10,000 points, the
return of the TAIEX Index follows normal
distribution. If the volatility index is 10 points, it
implies that the future 30-day volatility of the TAIEX
Index is 2.886% (
) and in the 95%
confidence interval, the future 30-day TAIEX Index is
within the range of 10,000 +/- 577 points
(=10,000*2.886%*2).
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3. TAIWAN VIX is published every 15 seconds between
9:00 and 13:45 on every trading day. Traders can
access real-time data via TAIFEX Real-Time
Snapshot Quotes website
(https://info512.taifex.com.tw/EN/Disclaimer.aspx).
Traders can also access historical data on the TAIFEX
website:
TAIFEX website / Statistics / TAIEX Options
Volatility Index Download.

Where can investors obtain
information on TOPIX?

TAIFEX has been authorized by the TSE to provide
real-time information on the underlying TOPIX via
TAIFEX Real-Time Snapshot Quotes website
(https://info512.taifex.com.tw/EN/Disclaimer.aspx ).
Investors may also obtain information via other systems,
including Bloomberg (symbol: TPX<INDEX>) and
Thomson Reuters (symbol: .TOPX), or via the TSE’s

5

own website (https://www.jpx.co.jp/english/).
Where can investors obtain
information on DJIA Index,
S&P 500 Index and
Nasdaq-100 Index® ?

Investors can obtain the information via public financial
websites (such as Yahoo Finance<
https://finance.yahoo.com/>, The Wall Street Journal<
https://www.wsj.com/news/markets/stocks> and CNN
Money<
https://money.cnn.com/data/markets/?iid=intnledition>,
or information vendors, including Bloomberg (DJIA
Index symbol: INDU<INDEX>; S&P 500 Index symbol:

6

SPX<INDEX>; Nasdaq-100 Index® symbol:
NDX<INDEX>), Thomson Reuters (DJIA Index
symbol: .DJI; S&P 500 Index symbol: .INX; Nasdaq-100
Index® symbol: .NDX), and S&P Dow Jones Indices
LLC’s official websites (DJIA Index<
https://us.spindices.com/indices/equity/dow-jones-industr
ial-average >; S&P 500 Index<
https://us.spindices.com/indices/equity/sp-500>) and
Nasdaq official websites (Nasdaq-100 Index® <
https://indexes.nasdaqomx.com/Index/History/NDX >).
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Reminder: The Nasdaq-100 Index® which includes 100
of the largest domestic and international non-financial
companies listed on the Nasdaq Stock Market based on
market capitalization is different from Nasdaq Composite
Index® which is commonly reported through the media.
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Questions frequently asked by traders about FCM Services
Question

Answer

Can a futures introducing

In accordance with the order of the Financial

broker help open an

Supervisory Commission, Date of issuance:

account to be used for

26 November 2014, Ref.No.1030045436.

trading in foreign futures?

The Operation of Futures Introducing Broker
Business by Securities Firms who operate their
authorized business should follow the article 5 of
the Futures Trading Act：
The futures trading that a futures commission
merchant may be mandated to engage in shall be

1

confined to those futures categories and at those
exchanges as announced by the Competent
Authority.
Futures introducing broker can help open an
account to be used for trading in foreign futures.
A trader who intends to trade in foreign futures
could personally handle account opening
procedures at a futures introducing brokerage.
Can an FCM conduct the

2

1. In accordance with guidelines for pre-account

pre-account opening

opening procedures by futures commission

procedures outside its

merchants outside their place of business and

place of business?

guidelines for pre-account opening procedures
by FCM-appointed introducing brokers
outside of the place of business, An FCM
assigning personnel to the location of a
principal to conduct pre-account opening
procedures at the request.
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2. The term "pre-account opening procedures
conducted outside the place of business" as
used in these Guidelines mean pre-account
opening procedures that an FCM conducts, as
necessary for business purposes, with a
principal by sending its personnel to the
location of the principal at the request of the
principal.
3. An FCM /IB may assign personnel to conduct
pre-account opening procedures at the
location of a principal, the FCM/IB shall
retain the relevant application records. The
application submitted by the principal shall
include the date of application, the principal's
name, date of birth, ID number, household
registration address, correspondence address
(or, if a juristic person, the principal's name,
address, business administration number),
time of account opening, the principal's
location, and contact telephone number.
4. An FCM/IB shall set up a website or
telephone hotline for a principal to verify the
identity of its associated persons. An
associated person conducting the
aforementioned pre-account opening
procedures shall wear his/her work permit
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prepared and issued by the Chinese National
Futures Association, and an employee ID, and
may not refuse to answer a principal’s
inquiries about the associated person's
identity. When an FCM/IB assigns personnel
to conduct pre-account opening procedures,
the procedures may be conducted jointly at
the principal's location by a staff member
responsible for account opening and the
associated person responsible for brokerage
trading business; or the procedures may be
conducted by a staff member responsible for
account opening at the principal's location,
together with the associated person
responsible for brokerage trading business at
the FCM's place of business, by means of a
simultaneous video link ; or the procedures
may be conducted by having the principal
issue a written statement agreeing that the
FCM may use electronic means to explain the
contract content, futures trading procedures,
and risk disclosures, and having the staff
member responsible for account opening
conduct the operations related to identity
verification outside of the place of business.
5. The location of the premises, and time of the
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visit, at which FCM/IB personnel conduct
pre-account opening procedures with a
principal should be one that suitably allows
for explanation of the contract content, futures
trading procedures, risk disclosure, and the
verification and confirmation of such
principal’s identity and basic personal
information.

3

When a futures trader

These requirements are set out in Point 3 of the

specifies an account to

"guidelines for the handling by futures

which funds are to be

brokerages of margins and premiums deposited

transferred, why is it

by futures traders" . The purpose of the

necessary to furnish a

requirements is to be sure that the account name

photocopy of the cover of

on the futures trader's bank passbook matches the

his/her bank passbook and account name of his/her futures trading account,
affix his/her personal seal? and that it was furnished in person by the futures
trader, so that FCMs can better identify the
source of funds.

4

If a futures trader gets

The following types of remedy are available to

involved in a civil dispute

futures trader who gets into a civil dispute with

with an FCM in

an FCM:

connection with futures

1. The parties can agree to arbitration. For more

trading, what avenues of

information, contact the Arbitration

remedy can the trader

Association of the Republic of China (Floor

pursue?

14, 376 Renai Road, Section 4, Taipei; Tel:
+886 (2) 2707-8672).
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2. Apply to the Chinese National Futures
Association for dispute mediation (12F, No.
27, Anhe Road Section 1, Taipei; Tel: +886
(2) 8773-7303).
3. File a complaint with the Securities and
Futures Investors Protection Center (12F.,
No.178, Sec. 3,Mincyuan E. Rd., Taipei; Tel:
+886 (2) 27128899).
4. Apply to the Financial Ombudsman
Institution for ombudsman service (17F.,
No.4, Sec. 1, Zhongxiao W. Rd.,
Zhongzheng Dist., Taipei; Tel: +886 (2)
2316-1288).
5. File a civil suit with the court of jurisdiction.

Can an FCM opt not to
send account statements?

1. Article 39 of the "regulations governing
futures commission merchants" provides as
follows: "A futures commission merchant
accepting futures trading brokerage orders
shall produce a trade confirmation statement

5

report after completion of the trade and
deliver the same to the futures trader for
his/her signature or seal."
2. In accordance with operation directions
governing the sending of trade reports and
reconciliation statements, and the cancellation
of accounts by futures commission
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merchants.An FCM may, on the last day of
each fiscal year, inspect the accounts of
futures traders that meet all of the following
conditions, and send the reconciliation
statement for December of the current fiscal
year to that futures trader via registered mail
with return receipt before the fifth day of the
first month of the following fiscal year; it may
be temporarily exempted from sending the
reconciliation statements for the remaining
months of the following year:
(1)No trades were conducted in the most
recent year, and there are no open
positions, in any of the futures trader's
trading accounts.
(2)There were no changes to the margin or
premiums in the most recent fiscal year in
any of the futures trader's trading
accounts.
(3)The total balance of margin and premiums
in all of the futures trader's trading
accounts is NT$10,000 or less.
3. An FCM may, on the last day of each fiscal
year, inspect the accounts of futures traders
that meet all of the following conditions, and
send the reconciliation statement for
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December of the current year to that futures
trader via registered mail with return receipt
before the fifth day of the first month of the
following fiscal year. Thereafter, the FCM is
temporarily exempted from sending
reconciliation statements:
(1)No trades were conducted in the most
recent three fiscal years, and there are no
open positions, in any of the futures
trader's trading accounts.
(2)There were no changes to the margin or
premiums in the most recent three fiscal
years in any of the futures trader's trading
accounts.
(3)The total balance of margins and
premiums in all of the futures trader's
trading accounts is NT$10,000 or less.

How should a trader

1. ANC stands for "adjusted net capital", a

interpret the ANC ratios of

dynamic capital concept. It is a key indicator

different FCMs?

that enables up-to-date measurement of the
overall risk of FCMs. Its principal function is

6

to reflect the risk-bearing capacity of FCMs
and spur them to run their businesses in a
safe and sound manner by paying attention to
capital maintenance even as they seek to
maximize profits. The final objective is to
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bolster investor confidence and safeguard
their interests.

2. ANC ratio =
Aggregate Margin required on Open Position
Adjusted Net Capital

3. Monitoring and control of ANC:
(1) According to Article 72 of the Futures
Trading Act and Article 22 of the
Regulations Governing Futures
Commission Merchants, when the
adjusted net capital of an FCM is lower
than 20% of the total amount of customer
margins required for the open positions of
futures traders, the futures commission
merchant must immediately report to the
FSC and FSC-designated institutions, and
when adjusted net capital is less than 15%
of the total amount of customer margins
required for the open positions of futures
traders, except where necessary in order
to deal with currently outstanding
positions, the FCM must immediately
cease accepting orders from futures
traders and submit a rectification plan to
the FSC and FSC-designated institutions.
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The purpose of these requirements is to
ensure that FCMs have enough capital to
deal with potential risks.
(2) According to the Article 19-1 of the
Operating Rules of TAIFEX, the adjusted
net capital of FCMs must not be less than
6 percent of the total amount of customer
margin accounts.
4. Generally speaking, the higher an FCM's ANC
ratio is, the more business it can undertake
and the more risk it can assume.

7

Are the ANC ratios of

FCMs report their ANC ratios and other financial

FCMs regularly

information to TAIFEX. The information is

announced? Where can

published on or about the 15th of the following

they be found?

month on the TAIFEX website
(www.taifex.com.tw). Traders can access the
information by visiting our website and clicking
on Member Information > Financial Information
of FCMs > FCMs Financial Statement

What are the licensing and FCM personnel must satisfy the qualification

8

registration requirements

requirements set out in the "Regulations

for FCM personnel?

Governing Responsible Persons and Associated
Persons of Futures Commission Merchants," and
they must also register with the Chinese National
Futures Association. (See Articles 3 to 8 of said
Regulations.)
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I would like to trade

You can open an account with an FCM or a

futures. Where can I go to

securities firm (i.e. I.B.). There is a list of FCMs

open an account?

on the TAIFEX website; click on Trading >
Register of FCMs, IBs, and Others.

10

How can I find out

On the TAIFEX website, click on Trading >

whether an FCM is

Register of FCMs, IBs, and Others > Register of

lawfully established?

FCMs. A futures firm not on this list could very
possibly be illegitimate. Caution is advised.

11

How much money do I

Before trading TAIEX Futures, a trader must first

need to trade TAIEX

post margin as set by the FCM (TAIFEX has

Futures?

basic requirements regarding margins).
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Questions frequently asked by traders about information systems
Question

1

2

Answer

Does TAIFEX have

It is available on the TAIFEX website

sample historical data that

(www.taifex.com.tw). Click on: Market Data

I could see?

→Daily Market Report.

Does TAIFEX offer the

Please visit TAIFEX website

sample of historical data

(www.taifex.com.tw) Home > Market Data >

for reference?

Daily Market Report > Futures > Time & Sales
Data for Previous 30 Trading Days

How do I purchase or

The Historical Data Application Form can be

apply for historical data on downloaded via the Market Data/Historical Data
3

trading in TAIFEX futures Application Form hyperlink. Fill it out and
and options?

contact the TAIFEX Computer Operations
Department to make a purchase.

Does TAIFEX provide a

The TAIFEX does not provide database API

database API?

linkage for historical data. If you need to

4

purchase or apply historical data in media
format(DVD-disc), please refer to Answer of
Question 3.
How can I insert real-time The TAIFEX website is only for browsing

5

market data into Excel?

purposes; we do not provide commands that can
be used for program development.

6

How do I download data

The TAIFEX website currently offers data on

on individual futures and

individual trades made during the past 30 trading

options trades?

days. Click on "Market Data" → "Daily Market
Report" → "Futures" or "Options" →
"Historical Data Download" to download data
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from the past 30 trading days. The Historical
Data Application Form can also be download via
the Market Data/Historical Data Application
Form link. Fill it out and contact the TAIFEX
Computer Operations Department to make a
purchase.

7

When do you disclose

The timing of disclosure on our website

information on open

information on open interest of large traders

interest of large traders

depends on when the trades actually take place,

your website?

but in any case disclosure is made no later as
below:
Products that close at 1st.(13:45): 4:30 p.m.
Products that close at 2nd.(16:15): 7:15 p.m.

8

How do international

Taiwan Future Exchange (TAIFEX) and

information vendors

Deutsche Boerse AG concluded a market data

apply for TAIFEX market

partnership on 30 May,2016. Deutsche Boerse

data and what does

are responsible for the licensing of TAIFEX

TAIFEX charge for

market data products to international clients.

market data?

For further information including application and
market data fee, please refer to Deutsche Boerse
AG website
(http://www.mds.deutsche-boerse.com).
Or TAIFEX website
(http://www.taifex.com.tw/file/taifex/event/enl/D
BAG/event.html).

9

I would like to do some

Recent data (such as daily, weekly, and monthly
89
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research on the futures

price data) is available in English on the TAIFEX

market. How do I gather

website (www.taifex.com.tw) under the

market data?

"Statistics" tab. A daily market report is also
available in English under the “Market Data” tab.
The Historical Data Application Form can be
download via the Market Data/Historical Data
Application Form link. Fill it out and contact the
TAIFEX Computer Operations Department to
make a purchase.
The contents of above data may not be
reproduced, transmitted or distributed in any
form to a third party without the authorization
and consent of TAIFEX.
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Questions frequently asked by traders about Education & Promotion
Question

Answer

How are futures and

A trader wishing to trade futures or options must first

options traded?

apply with an FCM or futures introducing broker to
open a futures trading account. After account opening

1

procedures are completed and the required margin has
been deposited, the trader can buy and sell futures or
options through the FCM or futures introducing
brokers.

2

How can I get additional

It is available on the TAIFEX website

information material

(www.taifex.com.tw). Click on “Publication.”

regarding TAIFEX?

3

Can ordinary traders take

Courses at the Futures Trading Education Center are

part in courses given at

currently only open to people employed in the futures

your Futures Trading

industry.

Education Center?

4

How can I get the

It is available on the TAIFEX website

registration information

(www.taifex.com.tw).

and handouts for the
briefing?
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